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Abstract—Recently considerable efforts have been dedicated to unconstrained face recognition, which requires to identify faces “in the wild” for a set of images and/or video frames captured without human intervention. Unlike traditional face recognition that compares one-to-one media (either a single image or a video frame) only, we encounter a problem of matching sets with heterogeneous contents containing both images and videos. In this paper, we propose a novel Set-to-Set (S2S) distance measure to calculate the similarity between two sets with the aim to improve the recognition accuracy for faces with real-world challenges such as extreme poses or severe illumination conditions. Our S2S distance adopts the $k$NN-average pooling for the similarity scores computed on all the media in two sets, making the identification far less susceptible to the poor representations (outliers) than traditional feature-average pooling and score-average pooling. Furthermore, we show that various metrics can be embedded into our S2S distance framework, including both predefined and learned ones. This allows to choose the appropriate metric depending on the recognition task in order to achieve the best results. To evaluate the proposed S2S distance, we conduct extensive experiments on the challenging set-based IJB-A face dataset, which demonstrate that our algorithm achieves the state-of-the-art results and is clearly superior to the baselines including several deep learning based face recognition algorithms.

Index Terms—Face recognition, IJB-A, S2S Distance, $k$NN-average Pooling.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed an explosion of face media available on the Internet. Picasa photo albums and Facebook, for example, create thousands of face images/videos every day, most of which are captured without control of age, pose, illumination, occlusion and expression [1], [2], [3], [4]. This high volume of real-world face images and videos now requires face recognition, more than ever, to handle large quantities of faces and meanwhile remain sufficiently accurate even when provided with images/videos taken under unconstrained conditions.

There have been significant breakthroughs on applications and techniques of face recognition under unconstrained environments over the past few years, which are also in accordance with the progress of the face datasets. At the first phase with the progress of the face datasets. At the first phase, there was a large gap between unconstrained face datasets: LFW is based on images; YTF is based on videos. However, there have been many studies on videos; IJB-A is based on sets of images and/or videos. Each set contains full variations in face pose, expression, illumination and occlusion issues.

always used in the datasets such as the Labeled Faces in the Wild dataset (LFW) [5] (see Fig. 1 for an example) and the Public Figures (PubFig) dataset [6]. Both datasets consist of face images harvested from news websites of labeled people, which can be seen as a key step towards identifying faces in an unconstrained condition [7]. Early recognition methods dealing with this sort of datasets simply adapted the techniques available for the environments under human control to this application, which, not surprisingly, failed to obtain high accuracy. Stepping into the second phase, datasets such as the YTF [8] (see Fig. 1 for an example) a video attracted much attention. Recently, owing to the exploration of deep learning [9], [10], the recognition accuracies on these datasets reached almost one hundred percent.

Despite the rapid progress, unconstrained face recognition is hardly considered as a solved problem because the datasets mentioned above are still far from reality. For such unconstrained environments, there remains a large gap between automatic machine recognition and human recognition. We consider the more challenging and practical unconstrained face recognition [7] on the IARPA Janus Benchmark A (IJB-A) dataset (see Fig. 1). The IJB-A dataset is a mixture of images and videos with full pose variation, complex expression and illumination. Additionally, IJB-A is a set-based dataset, different from older image-to-image or video-to-video datasets, meaning that it takes a set (heterogeneous contents containing both images and videos) as the smallest unit of representation. This kind of setting does reflect the real-world biometric scenarios, thereby attracting a lot of attention after its release.
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Fig. 1: Difference between IJB-A dataset and previous unconstrained face datasets: LFW is based on images; YTF is based on videos; IJB-A is based on sets of images and/or videos. Each set contains full variations in face pose, expression, illumination and occlusion issues.
illustrated in Fig. 2 and our contributions can be summarized as follows:

- The primary contribution lies in a novel Set-to-Set distance employing $K$ Nearest Neighbor ($k$NN)-average pooling to measure the similarity between two sets of face media. The $S2S$ distance is simple but very effective and robust to the outliers.
- Our framework built on the $S2S$ distance is so flexible that different metrics including both pre-defined and learned ones can be incorporated. The experimental results reveal that there is no need to learn a particular metric for such a challenging dataset wherein many subjects are with very limited media samples, even sometimes with only one sample.
- Compared with feature-pooling, score-pooling and even some deep learning methods, our simple $S2S$ distance helps to achieve the state-of-the-art results on IJB-A which is the only set-based face dataset.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we review the latest works on the IJB-A dataset and make a brief discussion. Afterwards, our motivation and method are presented in Section III. Section IV details the experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness and flexibility of our approach followed by a conclusion and our future work in the last section.

II. RELATED WORK

As described in the previous section, earlier recognition methods obtained quite low accuracies under the unconstrained settings. In order to improve the recognition performance on the datasets over images, some researchers dedicated to finding better face representations or descriptors. In [14], the authors used Fisher vectors on densely sampled SIFT and then compressed the encoding to a small representation. Apart from the descriptor-based methods, feature selection/compression and metric learning [15], [16], [17] also made some contributions to improve the face recognition under unconstrained environments.

Furthermore, some previous methods dealing with the set-based setting, e.g., the YTF benchmark, were also developed. In this database, the probe and the gallery were typically comprised of multiple frames from the same video. The simple way was to generate one feature by computing the mean of all features in each set and then compare the two aggregated features of the two given sets. One elaborate method designed for this purpose was convex hull [18] which performed well when many frames were available in sets. Under the assumption that the elements in a set may lie close to a linear subspace, subspace-based methods [19] were introduced. To overcome the drawbacks of the traditional kernel-based methods, Huang et al. [20] proposed a method to learn the projection metric directly from a Grassmann manifold. Moreover, various distribution based representations were considered, such as the Bag of Features [21](BF) and Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) [22].

Most of the latest evaluations on the IJB-A dataset relied on deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN). Chen et al. [11] designed a DCNN with small filters trained on CASIA-WebFace [23] and then learned a joint Bayesian metric to measure the similarity between two faces. Similar to the work using metric learning, in [12], the authors coupled a DCNN with a Triplet Distance Embedding (TDE). To tackle the Set-to-Set problem, both works applied the feature-average pooling, by which the features of all media in a set are averaged to form an overall feature representation. The authors of the later work further extended the AlexNet [24] to a DCNN through embedding a Triplet Probability (TP) [13]. Meanwhile, they replaced the feature-average pooling with the media-average pooling so as to produce a better representation of a set. A bilinear CNN (B-CNN) [25] was applied due to the fact that face recognition can also be viewed as a fine-grained classification problem. In such a framework, one-versus-rest linear SVM classifiers were trained on the gallery set for the identification task. In addition, the authors tried two kinds of max pooling methods within a set: score-max pooling and feature-max pooling. Alternatively, [26] exploited 3D rendering to generate multiple face poses from the input image and then produced multiple pose-specific features by several pose-specific DCNN models. They simply adopted a direct feature-to-feature comparison in a pair-wise fashion and used the softmax weights to fuse all the scores for a set. Hassner et al. [27] illustrated a PoolingFaces solution using DCNN to encode the pooled images falling into the same bin according to pose and image quality. The work reported in [28] learned the Pose-Aware models for faces with different poses using CASIA-WebFace. It enables a weighted average of the pair-wise scores for each set, where each weight is specified to be an exponential function of the score. In order to solve the problem of a small dataset, Iacopo et al. [29] presented a simple synthesized means to augment the training data. Moreover, a cascaded face search system [30] provided an efficient framework when dealing with large-scale face data. An end-to-end system consisting of face detection, alignment and recognition based on deep convolutional networks was proposed in [31]. In [32], a template adaption method integrated the DCNN into a set specific linear SVM, in which
Fig. 2: Overview of the entire system with three phases are included. Training: VGG-16 trained on VGG-Face data; Finetuning: Finetune pre-trained model on IJB-A training data; Testing: Using fine-tuned model to extract features and applying $k$NN-average pooling on extracted features.

SVM classifiers [33] were generated for both gallery and probe sets. However, it does not seem to be practical to find appropriate negative and subject-disjoint positive samples for the probe set, because the subject labels of the probe set were not always available in real applications.

III. MOTIVATION AND METHOD

A. Motivation

As described above, in order to push the unconstrained face recognition research close to the real-world applications, the IJB-A dataset over sets of media (images and/or videos) was released. It is understandable that a set of media rather than a single image/video provided for a subject means that more information can be available for recognition, which should be helpful for achieving better results. However, it is not always like this, especially in reality due to many uncontrolled factors. On the one hand, the great variety in age, pose, expression, illumination and other conditions, makes the set heterogeneous in contents. On the other hand, incorrect results caused by preprocessing such as face detection and alignment may introduce noise to sets. Even by looking at the ground-truth boxes provided by IJB-A, one can easily notice that they are unstable and some of them are labeled incorrectly. At the same time, we find a few persons are given wrong subject labels in the dataset. In such a Set-to-Set matching problem, given a noisy but practical dataset, the key is to avoid skewing matching scores caused by the complex factors. Essentially, we should decide which media are useful for comparison and how to weigh the similarity scores of different cross-set media pairs. From this point of view, previous strategies adopting either feature pooling or score pooling cannot generalize well in many practical cases. We make an in-depth analysis following a preliminary definition. A feature representation $z = f(x)$ is a mapping $f(x) \in \mathbb{R}^d$ from an image or a frame $x$ to an encoding $z$ with dimensionality $d$. Let $\tilde{z} = \frac{1}{m} \sum_z f(x)$ be the average of features of images or frames in media $S$, such as the average encoding for all $m$ frames in a video.

Feature-average Pooling is proposed as a useful approach for endowing the features with invariant properties. Both image-based feature-average pooling and media-based feature-average pooling were used in [24], in which the former takes a component wise average of the features over all the images or/and frames in a set $P = \{z_1^P, z_2^P, \ldots, z_n^P\}$. Hence, the final representation is $F_P = \frac{1}{|P|} \sum_z z^P$, $|P|$ is the number of images or/and frames within the set. The latter firstly conducts an intra-media average and then combines them via an inter-media average. Hence, there are $P = \{\tilde{z}_1^P, \tilde{z}_2^P, \ldots, \tilde{z}_n^P\}$ and $F_P = \frac{1}{|P|} \sum_{\tilde{z}} \tilde{z}^P$, where $|P|$ is the number of media in the set. The similarity between $P$ and $G$ can be defined as:

$$\text{sim}_{\text{feature-aver}} = K(F_P, F_G), \tag{1}$$

Here, $K(x, y)$ represents a kernel similarity measurement. Actually, the media-based feature-average pooling can be considered as a strategy to divide a set into several clusters and get one representation for the images with similar properties. For example, firstly taking the average of all frames in a video can help reduce the effect of noise from the video to the whole set. However, either of the two ways is not suitable for the sets with heterogeneous contents. For instance, if there are a few images with extreme poses and many with frontal faces in a set, the feature after averaging will be similar to a frontal face. In another example, suppose the dataset contains many faces with extreme poses and a few frontal faces, its average feature
is likely to be close to an extreme pose. For both cases, the similarity score may not be high if any of two average features is adopted. Thus, the feature-average pooling may cause the loss of key information.

Score-average Pooling means the final feature is generated by averaging the calculated pairwise similarity scores (based on media features) of two sets. Given a probe set $P = \{\tilde{z}_1^P, \tilde{z}_2^P, \ldots, \tilde{z}_k^P\}$ and a gallery set $G = \{\tilde{z}_1^G, \tilde{z}_2^G, \ldots, \tilde{z}_l^G\}$, the similarity score is represented as:

$$sim_{score\_aver} = \frac{1}{\|P\|} \cdot \frac{1}{\|G\|} \sum_{i,j} K(\tilde{z}_i^P, \tilde{z}_j^G),$$  

(2)

Obviously, the operation is fragile to outliers because it assigns equal weights even for outliers, which will definitely affect the final decision. Moreover, score-max pooling is tried in [25] but it is not robust to noises either.

**B. kNN-average pooling**

In view of the above analysis, we can draw a conclusion that either of feature-average pooling and score-average pooling may not properly handle the case when two sets have variable contents and noises. Aiming to solve this problem, we propose a simple but effective method called kNN-average pooling.

$kNN$-average Pooling basically takes advantage of two kinds of pooling of the pairwise similarity scores between a probe set $P = \{\tilde{z}_1^P, \tilde{z}_2^P, \ldots, \tilde{z}_k^P\}$ and a gallery set $G = \{\tilde{z}_1^G, \tilde{z}_2^G, \ldots, \tilde{z}_l^G\}$. For each media item $\tilde{z}_i^P$ in the probe set, we first calculate the similarity between $\tilde{z}_i^P$ and its $k$ nearest neighbors $\tilde{z}_{NN}^G$ in the gallery set and sum them:

$$sim_{z_i^P} = \sum_{j=1}^{k} K(\tilde{z}_i^P, \tilde{z}_{NN,j}^G),$$  

(3)

and then take the average of all the scores as the similarity from the probe to the gallery

$$sim_{P-G_{NN}} = \frac{1}{\|P\|} \sum_i sim_{z_i^P}.$$  

Likewise, we do the same for the gallery set to get the similarity from the gallery to the probe

$$sim_{z_j^G} = \sum_{i=1}^{k} K(\tilde{z}_{NN,i}^G, \tilde{z}_j^G),$$  

$$sim_{G-P_{NN}} = \frac{1}{\|G\|} \sum_j sim_{z_j^G}.$$  

Finally, the similarity between the two sets is

$$sim_{kNN\_aver} = (sim_{P-G_{NN}} + sim_{G-P_{NN}})/2,$$  

(4)

Generally, feature-average pooling and score-average pooling can be seen as comparing the distributions of two sets. However, it is likely to get a low similarity score in the case that the compared two sets do not contain lots of media or they include severe noises. Such a phenomenon can be illustrated in Fig. 3, where the probe set and the gallery set belong to the same subject. In the probe set, there exits an extreme pose and a noisy image caused by poor illumination. We use...
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If a probe set contains some elements \( \tilde{z}_1^P, \tilde{z}_2^P, \ldots, \tilde{z}_n^P \), under the Naive-Bayes assumption, the probability of \( \mathbf{P} \) belonging to \( \mathbf{G} \) is modeled as:

\[ p(\mathbf{P}|\mathbf{G}) = p(\tilde{z}_1^P, \tilde{z}_2^P, \ldots, \tilde{z}_n^P|\mathbf{G}) = \prod_i p(\tilde{z}_i^P|\mathbf{G}). \]

Combine the two formulas and take the log format,

\[ \hat{\mathbf{G}} = \arg \max_{\mathbf{G}} \log(p(\mathbf{G}|\mathbf{P})) = \arg \max_{\mathbf{G}} \sum_i \log p(\tilde{z}_i^P|\mathbf{G}) \]  

(5)

According to Eq. 5, we need to calculate the probability density \( p(\tilde{z}^P|\mathbf{G}) \) of elements \( \tilde{z}^P \) in gallery \( \mathbf{G} \). Referring to [34], we get an estimation \( \hat{p}(\tilde{z}^P|\mathbf{G}) \) as:

\[ \hat{p}(\tilde{z}^P|\mathbf{G}) = \frac{1}{l} \sum_{j=1}^l K(\tilde{z}_i^P, \tilde{z}_j^G) \]  

(6)

Furthermore, an accurate approximation of Eq. 6 using (few) \( k \) largest elements in the sum is given below:

\[ p_{NN}(\tilde{z}^P|\mathbf{G}) = \frac{1}{l} \sum_{j=1}^k K(\tilde{z}_i^P, \tilde{z}_{jN_N}) \]  

(7)

These \( k \) largest elements correspond to the \( k \) nearest neighbors of an element \( \tilde{z}^P \in \mathbf{P} \) within the elements \( \tilde{z}_1^G, \tilde{z}_2^G, \ldots, \tilde{z}_n^G \in \mathbf{G} \). This is the probability model of our \( kNN \)-average pooling method. Due to that \( l \) is a constant, we approximate a similarity defined in Eq. 3. To match two sets, we apply a symmetric format in Eq. 4.

D. Pre-defined metrics embedded vs Learned metrics embedded

As described in Fig. 2, the next step after defining the format of Set-to-Set distance is to find an appropriate metric measuring the distance. Our framework based on the proposed
distance and Cosine similarity are unsupervised metrics. The sine similarity \[37\] and Joint Bayesian \[38\], \[39\]. Euclidean three different metrics including Euclidean distance \[36\], Co-

\[
d_{Eu}(\tilde{z}^P_i, \tilde{z}^G_j) = \|\tilde{z}^P_i - \tilde{z}^G_j\|_2, \tag{8}
\]

\[
d_{Cos}(\tilde{z}^P_i, \tilde{z}^G_j) = \cos(\tilde{z}^P_i, \tilde{z}^G_j) = \frac{\tilde{z}^P_i \cdot \tilde{z}^G_j}{\|\tilde{z}^P_i\| \|\tilde{z}^G_j\|} \tag{9}
\]

Moreover, the Joint Bayesian metric was introduced in previous works \[39\], where the appearance of a face can be modeled by two parts: identity and intra-personal variation. We use LDA to approximately optimize the loss function for JB metric.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present details of the whole system and evaluate it on the IJB-A dataset. We plot the bar figures to show the specific results for different settings. The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves for 1:1 face verification, the Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) curves for 1:N closed-set face identification and the Decision Error Tradeoff (DET) curves for 1:N open-set identification are used to show all the comparisons. Our S2S distance based on kNN-average pooling really helps to improve the results significantly. Moreover, compared to the existing methods, our system achieves the state-of-the-art results.

A. Implementation details

Deep features prove to be powerful in face recognition \[1\], \[2\], \[3\], \[40\], \[41\], \[42\], \[43\]. Due to the fact that each split of IJB-A does not contain many images, we use transfer learning to get deep representations. Specifically, we apply VGG-16 \[44\] deep network trained from scratch on the VGG-Face dataset \[1\] without overlapping with the IJB-A dataset and then fine-tune it on training dataset of each split of IJB-A. We crop the faces using the ground-truth boxes provided with IJB-A and then re-scale them to \(224 \times 224 \times 3\). Face alignment is not done here because not all images are provided with three key points. Another reason is that it is difficult to align different profile faces and the incorrect alignment results will bring extra noises. We input the face patches of the training set into our VGG-16 network and set the base learning rate 0.001 and learning rate policy ‘step’. We take the penultimate layer output as the feature encoding of 4096 dimensions. Afterwards, whitened PCA \[45\] is used to reduce the dimension to 256. We randomly select 10 classes from the test dataset of split 1 and use t-SNE \[46\] to visualize its distributions after a PCA and a whitened PCA respectively (see in Fig. 4). It is clear that whitened PCA makes the intra-class distribution like a spherical shape and increases the cohesion within the same class. The final features used for kNN-average pooling are based on media sample. In our experiments, \(k = 2\) is used for all settings. If a set only has one media, we adjust \(k = 1\).

B. IJB-A evaluation

IJB-A is the only public dataset over sets, which contains in total 5,712 images and 2,085 videos of 500 subjects, with an average of 11.4 images and 4.2 videos per subject \[7\]. They are randomly divided into 10 splits with overlap at the subject level. There are 333 subjects randomly sampled and placed in training for each split, the other 167 subjects placed in testing. There are three protocols defined on it, which are for verification, closed-set identification and open-set identification respectively. All the results reported below are averages over the 10 splits.

1) Evaluation for face verification: The 1:1 compare protocol is used for face verification. For each split, the number
of genuine pairs equals the number of probe sets, and a single gallery set is attached to each subject. The ROC curve is classically used to measure the verification accuracy. Given a threshold (the independent variable), ROC draws the relationships between the true accept rate (TAR), which is the fraction of genuine pairs correctly exceeding the threshold, and
the false accept rate (FAR), which is the fraction of impostor pairs incorrectly exceeding the threshold. Using ROC curves, the following accuracies are reported: the TAR @ FAR = 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001. The higher the values are, the better the performance is.

We compare four pooling methods including score-max [25], score-average [26], [28], feature-average [11], [12], [13] and kNN-average pooling based on three different metrics. ROC curves are drawn for each setting in Fig. 6. Seen from the curves, our kNN-average pooling is clearly superior, compared to the other three pooling methods, regardless of which metric is used. It is interesting to observe that the unsupervised metric Cosine similarity is even better than the supervised JB metric. The results may reveal two important points: 1) The features learned from deep Convolutional Neural Network indeed generate good representations for most faces, except for the faces with severe noise. We show the via feature maps from Conv2, Conv3, Conv4 and Conv5 layers of one frontal face and one profile face in Fig. 5. The networks have high reaction on eyes, noses, mouths and ears which are most important for face recognition. 2) Supervised JB metric does not seem to work well for the case where certain subjects only include one media, because there will be not enough samples from the same class to learn the appropriate metric parameters. In contrast, the pre-defined metrics like Cosine similarity, have no such a limitation. That’s why Cosine similarity can get better results than the metric learning in this particular case. We also draw bar figures to show specific results of face verification (see in Fig. 9(a)-(c)). As observed from the bar figures, feature-average pooling causes the worst performance for most of the indexes. For the sets including many faces with big variation, this aggregation may lead to the leak of key information. Score-average and score-max obtain very similar results, however, both of which are sensitive to outliers. kNN-average pooling obviously outperforms them due to that it can effectively decrease the effect of noise faces. Especially for TAR@FAR=0.001, kNN-average has more than 10% improvement compared with the others. For face verification, Cosine similarity gives the best results using kNN-average pooling. For TAR @ FAR = 0.1 and TAR @ FAR = 0.01, the top accuracies are 98.5% and 94.5%, respectively. JB metric does not learn a good measurement due to the fact that many subjects have only one sample in the IJB-A dataset. It actually behaves similarly with Euclidean distance in terms of the performance. Overall, our kNN-average pooling improves the results significantly.

2) Evaluation for face identification: The 1: N search protocol is used to measure the accuracy of closed-set and open-set identification. In each split, 55 randomly selected subjects appearing in the probe set are not enrolled in the gallery
set. But each probe set is to be searched against the gallery sets. Generally, closed-set is for user driven searches (e.g., forensic identification). The cumulative match characteristic (CMC) is an information retrieval metric that captures the recall of a specific probe identity within top-k most similar candidates in gallery. We report rank-1 and rank-5 correct retrieval rates (CRR) for the closed setting. However, for other applications like de-duplication, some searches cannot manually be examined. There exists a tradeoff between false alarms and misses. In this case, the decision error tradeoff (DET) is plotted to measure the false positive identification rate (FPIR) and false negative identification rate (FNIR). FPIR means the false alarm rate which measures what fraction of comparisons between probe sets and non-match gallery set result in a similarity score above a given threshold t. FNIR is the miss rate measuring what fraction of probe searches fail to match a mated gallery set above t. In this paper, FPIR @ FNIR = 0.01 will be reported. The lower the values are, the better the performance is.

For 1: N closed-set face identification, we also compare the four pooling methods using Cosine similarity, Euclidean distance and JB. The CMC curves for all the settings can be found in Fig. 7. The kNN-average pooling presents a significant increment especially for rank-1 of the three embedded metrics. In Fig. 7(d), the comparisons for the three metrics based on kNN-average pooling are shown, in which both Cosine embedded and Euclidean embedded perform similarly but are much better than JB embedded. Fig. 10(a)-(c) display the numeric results for closed-set. Generally, the results of score-max and score-average are more or less the same. Using Cosine similarity, kNN-average pooling achieves a top accuracy of 98% for rank-5 and gets the best result of 93.2% for rank-1 if applying Euclidean distance. JB embedded gives 92.1% and 97.4% respectively for rank-1 and rank-5 based on kNN-average pooling, which help to increase the correct retrieval rate among different pooling methods.

The more challenging task is 1: N open-set identification, which requires rejecting the subjects without the enrollment in gallery. Fig. 11(a)-(c) list the results based on the four pooling methods respectively using Cosine similarity embedded, Euclidean distance embedded and JB embedded. It is interesting to find that feature-average pooling performs better than the other two score-related pooling methods at FNIR@FPIR=0.01. It seems that feature-average representation for the subjects not enrolled in gallery can get a low score, which may help to decrease the miss rate. However, kNN-average pooling still is the best strategy for open-set. It decreases the miss rate by 1.8% for FNIR@FPIR=0.01 when Cosine similarity is embedded. Furthermore, for FNIR@FPIR=0.1 and FNIR@FPIR=0.01, there are more than 4% and 6% misses decreased, compared with the other three pooling methods using Euclidean distance.

In Fig. 8, 1: N DET curves show the visual results. The results of feature-average pooling are close to those of score-average pooling but still worse than the kNN-average pooling. It reaches the same conclusion that unsupervised metrics can outperform supervised metric learning, which further supports our simple but efficient S2S distance.

3) Failure case analysis: We also display some failure cases based on kNN-average pooling using Cosine similarity for face verification on split 1. In Fig. 12(a), the top-30 worst matched pairs are listed. It means the two persons belonging to the same subject are verified incorrectly. In the first line, it can be seen there is an collection error in IJB-A dataset that the different persons with different genders are treated as a same person. Fig. 12(b) illustrates the top-30 worst Non-matched pairs that two different persons in the compared pairs are determined to be the same person. The ID of the two sets and the similarity score given by our approach between the two sets are shown. It can be observed that most error cases occur when the set contains only one media item, which means very little information is available for the verification. kNN-average pooling is not able to play a positive role in this case. Moreover, it is observed that the only media sample usually has an extreme pose or the face is very blurred or occluded. In the ninth line in (a), there is even an age gap between the two sets of the same person. It seems that only a noise face can be used and our method inevitably gives rise to a poor result.

Most of the existing methods can not solve this issue caused
by the very limited number of media in a set. In future, we hope to utilize synthesized images to augment data for subjects with limited samples. We assume enough samples of a subject should address the problem.

4) Comparisons with benchmarks: We compare our methods using different metrics with the existing 12 methods from other publications. OpenBR and GOTS are two basic baselines given in [7]. They are not deep learning methods and give very poor performances for both verification and identification. Other methods using deep convolutional networks, which were introduced in Section II, have some improvements. Not all of the methods perform on all protocols of IJB-A. For example, B-CNN method just focuses on face identification and gets the accuracy of 55.8% for rank-1, and the missed rate of 85.7% for FNIR=0.01. Most of the other methods only concentrated on the face verification task and closed-set identification. DCNNs [11] shows the best results among these benchmarks in TABLE II. However, we test all the protocols of IJB-A using kNN-average pooling based on Cosine similarity, Euclidean distance and JB metric. The results of the three settings are very competitive. Especially, the two unsupervised metrics embedded get top accuracies over most of all protocols. Even JB embedded achieve 15.1% and 32.4% respectively for FNIR@FPIR=0.1 and 0.01, which are much better than the previous results. Seen from the table, kNN-average pooling using Cosine similarity further exceeds other methods for face verification and closed-set face identification and kNN-average pooling using Euclidean distance generates large margins over other methods. In all, even though the kNN-average pooling combing with unsupervised metrics is simple, it is very effective and flexible.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a very simple but effective S2S distance to measure the similarity between two image sets, which is suitable for addressing the identification of faces with heterogeneous contents, such as the IJB-A dataset. The S2S distance is defined based on averaging a mutual comparison between the probe set and the gallery set, in which each element is only compared with its nearest neighbors. By doing so, the impact of outliers and noises commonly occurring in the IJB-A dataset is under control. Furthermore, variable metric methods can be embedded into the proposed S2S distance measure. Finally, we showed that even with a simple unsupervised metric, like Euclidean distance, the proposed method can achieve competitive accuracy for both face verification and identification. Furthermore, the kNN-average pooling is very generic and can be potentially applied to various applications over sets, where some severe noise or extreme cases occur caused by capturing conditions in real world. Such applications include person-reidentification [47], object recognition, saliency detection [48], [49] and image retrieval [50].

In future work, our system can be enhanced from two aspects: (1) we will embed the kNN-average pooling to a deep network in an end-to-end fashion. We believe such a strategy will further boost the recognition performance; (2) We will investigate the local features based on extracting key points from faces and design a S2S distance based on these local features, enabling more robust matching between faces with severe variations.
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